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award-winning design,

exquisite ergonomics. 
The IC2 is an intelligent chair because it perfectly 
balances form with function, providing an exceptionally 
smooth ride. Nightingale’s IC2 series sets ergonomic and 
comfort standards that are second to none. Simply put, 
it’s an attractive, lightweight and elegant seating line. 

The IC2 has been selected as a winner of many 
prestigious awards, including the Chicago Athenaeum’s 
Good Design Award, the German Design Council’s 
Product Design Award, the APDC’s International Design 
Award, and was chosen by Interior Design Magazine as 
a Best of Year Award finalist. The IC2 is a favorite seat of 
connoisseurs worldwide.



IC2 7300
Moguls (Waterfall)



MOdeLs

The IC2 combines design, comfort, and ergonomic 
technology to enhance any modern office. The IC2 
is available in three models, and two frame finishes: 
black and white. 

IC2 7300
Mid Back 

IC2 7300D
Mid Back with 
Adjustable Headrest

IC2 7300-INT
Mid Back with
Integrated Headrest
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design

Admire the aesthetics, luxuriate in the ergonomics. 
The IC2 is a chair that feels as good as it looks. 

Nightingale Nightingale

IC2 7300D-WH-UF 
(White Frame)
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IC2 7300D

FeaTUres
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INTEGRATED SEAT SLIDERGALILEO MECHANISM

ADJUSTABLE HEADREST

NEBULA™ MESH BACKING 4D ARMRESTS

Dual lever. Slides back and forward for 
those requiring more or less leg support. 

Headrest can be adjusted up, down, or 
angled to suit the user’s preference. 

Provides dynamic support and allows 
airflow, providing a comfortable sit in any 
environment.

Arms are height/width and forward/backward 
adjustable with lockable swivel. Polyurethane 
arm pad for durability.

INTEGRATED HEADREST
Fixed integrated headrest provides 
extended back, neck, and head support 
(Available on model 7380 only).
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LUMBAR SUPPORTBASE & CASTERS
Contoured polyurethane lumbar support 
pad is easily height and depth adjustable for 
personalized ergonomic comfort.

5-prong, heavy-duty polished aluminum base 
with standard 3” carpet casters.

Slow-release pneumatic height adjustment 
with infinite tilt lock, and back tension control. 
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7300D-WH
White Frame

7300D-WH-UFST
White Frame with Headrest 
Upholstered Seat 
PATTERN COLLECTION
LINE UP | LINE05 | Sandstone

TeXTiLes

The IC2™ series can be upholstered with our high-quality textiles, 
vinyls, or leathers. Visit Nightingale’s My Chair Maker App at: 
nightingalechairs.com/my-chair-maker
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7300-UFST
STRETCH COLLECTION
BEEHAVE | BEE017 | Clementine

7300INT-UF
STRETCH COLLECTION
MOGULS | M02691 | Waterfall

7300D-UFST
PATTERN COLLECTION
AMUSE | AMU1 | Admiral

7300D-WH-UF
White Frame with Headrest 
Upholstered Seat & Back
PATTERN COLLECTION
LINE UP| LINE05 | Sandstone 
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IC2 7300D-UF
Princess Leather (Black)





nightingalechairs.com
800 363 8954 

DIMENSIONS DISCLAIMER
Dimensions are subject to change without notice. 
Dimensions may have a variance of up to 0.5”.
Contact Nightingale if more precise measurements are needed. 

Made in a 100% waste free manufacturing facility.

ISO 14001 & ISO 9001 CERTIFIED
TB117-2013 COMPLIANT

TEXTILE DISCLAIMER
Nightingale only upholsters with top quality materials.

Nightingale recommends ordering product samples at 
www.nightingalechairs.com/textiles before final purchase to get a 
more accurate representation of color. However, due to slight variations 
in dye lots, there can be slight color variations to received product.

Nightingale has made every effort to represent the colors and textures 
of these textiles, vinyls and leathers as accurately as possible. However, 
we cannot guarantee 100% accuracy, due to variations that occur in the 
printing process.
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